Jean-Claude Van Damme and Fans Weigh in on Kamsing Fight
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There are some topics that are just so strange that you have to say them out loud to believe that
they truly exist. The mysterious kickboxing fight between Olympic boxer Somluck Kamsing
and action movie star
Jean-Claude Van Damme
is one of them. We've been covering this fight for a while now, almost two years by the time the
fight is actually scheduled to take place, which is amazing in and of itself.

JCVD himself has set up a Facebook "event" page for the fight, currently scheduled for April 1,
2011 in Las Vegas. As of this story being published, no one that I've spoken with in Las Vegas
knows of this fight and the page itself says that the date and place are subject to change. There
have been multiple places named as well as multiple dates floating around for this fight,
everything was set to line up with three projects JCVD is currently working on, from a film
project, to a reality series, to a documentary on training for a fight. He will also do his first major
VO work in the second Kung Fu Panda film and there is talk of him working on a "Muppets"
project as well.

His team recently released a video where JCVD publicly speaks about his decision to fight at
this point in his career, how he is a normal guy and is doing this because he believes it is the
right thing for him to do. Then some of his fans from around the world tell you that JCVD will win
or do crazy, JCVD-esque kicks to show you why he'll win (the Hindi dude at 2:33 yells with such
conviction).
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